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ARE YOU USING A WELL ESTABLISHED REPUTABLE COMPANY?  

 

Many deck companies come and go very quickly, operating from 

a mobile phone and a PO Box. How can you be sure that they will 

be around to attend to future issues? Decking Sydney is a well 

established company operating for over seven years with a 

showroom in Alexandria. Our showroom showcases the product 

we like to use in our builds, from hardwood decking, composite 

decking, balustrading, pergolas and more. We have full time staff 

to assist you with information and support regarding your build. 

hundreds of old non-compliant and dangerous decks.  

Many of these decks have been built by builders and in some   

instances have failed within a few years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
MOST IMPORTANT THINGS TO LOOK FOR  

How deep are the concrete foundations?  

The deck is only as good as the foundation is built on! We only 

any chance of sagging or sinking decks in the future. Note that 

quick set concrete is not suitable for building decks on, it will 

 

How is the deck attached to the house wall? 

One of the most common reasons for a deck collapse, is due to 

the junction between the deck bearer bolted to the wall and the 

brickwork. If this becomes loose or pulls away or rusts, your deck 

is in danger of collapsing. 

fixings into chem set, securely fixed into the brickwork minimum 

600 mm spacings. Any less than this is simply not enough! 

When comparing quotes it’s very important 

to check you are actually comparing like-for-

like not just looking at the final figure at the 

bottom of the page. 

Many companies will provide you with a 

quote which is very brief, lacking details 

which leaves room for uncertainty or         

misinterpretation . 

If your quote lacks detail, that is a warning 

sign. If your quote does not specify the exact 

materials that are to be used, this is also a 

sign for concern. No matter what the verbal 

agreement may be, it is the  written quote 

that forms the basis of the building contract. 

Be sure to know that what you are getting is 

exactly what you want.  

Please do your research, read company    

reviews thoroughly, ensure you are fully   

informed with the product you plan to use. 

Make sure that your quote is detailed,      

specific, transparent and fixed. Confirm there 

are no hidden extras or nasty surprises. We 

take great pride in our quotes; they are    

detailed and absolutely upfront. The price we 

quote is the price you pay. 



HOW ARE THE DECK BOARDS BEING FIXED?  

Nails, never! We see so many decks collapsing due to the fact that nails were only used.  

Using nails is a common shortcut, it is a labour and cost saving exercise and the of using quality stainless steel 

screws. Nails instigate all sorts to issues, when the boards  

inevitably move the nails lift and cause injury to bare feet. 

Nails also demand a vigilant eye and a hammer to keep them 

down! We not only use approve stainless steel countersunk 

screws which are guaranteed never to pull out or rust. 

 
What kind of decking timber is being used?  

There are many different grades of decking timber. Standard 

grade and select grade are common for decks - standard grade 

will have a lot more knots and natural defects, we only use 

premium select grade decking. 

Some supplies keep their timber outside completely exposed 

which means they are constantly being exposed to rain and 

drying out which means they will already be showing signs of 

deterioration. If the timber is full of moisture, when they are 

installed, they will dry out and the gaps between the boards 

your deck boards.  

 

Are the timber posts straight into concrete?  

steel or stainless steel to prevent water pooling up around the 

base of the post and keep the post dry and free of mould and 

moisture. 

NAILS COMING LOOSE BOARD ENDS NOT MEETING 



PROTECTING YOUR NEW HARDWOOD 

DECK 

Some builders incorrectly believe that 

hardwood boards need to be left for 4 to 6 

weeks to allow tannin to leech from 

boards before applying a sealant or oil to 

them, this is not true!  

In conjunction with one of the leading 

paint protection companies in Sydney, we 

have developed a system where tannins 

are removed from hardwood decking 

boards and then machine apply decking oil 

to boards edges and faces including the 

underside. This method completely encapsu-

lates the board giving it maximum longevity.  

Most other decking companies only apply 

protection from the top face of the boards 

which promotes mould to form under the 

board. This is due to the damp rising directly 

to the exposed untreated board, causing 

the deck boards to cup, warp, split, bow 

and even break. 

on 

the market, however we only use CUTEK, 

the world’s number one decking oil. There 

are cheaper products on the market how-

ever you will need to reapply oil more 

often. CUTEX not only protect the surface 

of the boards, it absorbs and completely 

moisturises the board all the way through.  

After installation, we apply a second coat 

of CUTEK to the top of all the boards for a 

beautiful finish to your deck! 

HOW ARE THEY ATTACHING THE FRAMEWORK TOGETHER?  

Simply using nails is not enough. All joists and bearers should be      

connected using approved galvanised or stainless-steel ties hangers or 

connectors with special serrated nails which do not pull out. Some  

unscrupulous operators save money by using internal framing timber 

instead of external rated framing timber. 

Is your deck being built above a lawn or over soil?  

It is very important to lay down suppressing membrane, it allows water 

to drain through it but cuts out sunlight - preventing weeds growing up 

through your deck. Some builders neglect to put anything down or to 

cut costs they use black plastic sheeting. This is a poor choice as it will 

promote the captured moisture to rise underneath the deck and not 

allowing water to drain through the soil. 

What kind of decking timber is being used?  

There are many different grades of decking timber. Standard 

grade and select grade are common for decks - standard grade 

will have a lot more knots and natural defects, if you do not like 

this then be ensured too choose select grade. 

Some supplies keep their timber outside exposed to constant  

rain and repeatedly drying out which means they will already be 

showing signs of deterioration. If the timber is full of moisture, 

when they are installed, they will dry out and the gaps between 

the boards will massively increase. You will end up with huge 

gaps between your deck boards. 

 



Installing composite decking - If you are having composite boards installed ensure that the builder is an 

accredited installer of the product. Reputable companies such as Millboard, ModWood and Trex are strict 

regulations. Failure to install product in strict accordance with manufacturer’s instructions will completely 

void the warranty. Decking Sydney is a proud accredited installer for Millboard, ModWood and Trex, we 

install more decks with these top brands than any other decking company in Australia. 

 

Rubber joist protection or GTape - Is your builder offering or including this? If not they should be, this is a 

great system that prevents any water from entering your joist effectively completely doubling the lifespan 

not only that it looks great as well the gaps between the boards you’ll see black instead of yellow treated 

pine timber. 

 

Balustrades - we offer a huge range of balustrade one of the most popular is hardwood with stainless 

steel tension wires if you look you will see we fill all the screw holes with hardwood wood plugs to make 

them blend perfectly regulations state that must be a minimum of 11 wires On straight runs of  balus-

trade and nine runs on staircases  

Lots of builders will try and cut corners on this and use less wires there are different systems for fixing the 

wires you can get very cheap ugly bottle screw connectors however we use custom-made precision cuts 

concealed ends which I ordered individually for your job and are ultra slimline  

 

Glass balustrade - there are many different types of fixing spigots, cheap aluminium or standard stainless 

steel.  We only ever use 316 marine grade high quality stainless steel spigots which are guaranteed to 

never rust,  as pool fences, you can use all different kinds of hinges and locks, plastic or stainless steel - 

we only ever use top quality soft close, 316 marine grade hinges and locks. 

 

Deck lights - there are many different types of deck lights on the market you can buy. Cheap packs of DIY 

lights for as little as $200 however we know from experience you’ll be lucky to get six months use out of 

them.  We use top quality 316 marine grade fittings, installed by a licensed electrician. All fittings are 

hardwired not, DIY type screw connectors. 

 

Pergolas - there are many different options in terms of the framework and sheeting for a pergola. Do not 

make the mistake in confusing cheap polycarbonate products with the top sheeting brands Danpalon and 

SunGlaze. Danpalon and Sunglaze offer state of the art products that offer insulation and UV value.       

Inferior products discolour faster and they do not reflect as much heat or light. There is no comparison 

when it comes to good looks too!  

https://au.trex.com/find-a-deck-installer/details/?PRO=0013a00001aR6dR

